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Simulation of tropical cyclone tracks
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Abstract. In this paper, we simulate a large number of synthetic cyclone tracks for the offshore

of Haiphong, Vietnam based on the 114 historical storms observed from 1951 to 2007 in this

area. With these synthetic tracks, th6 assessment of damage risks can be improved'
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1. Introduction , _

Catastrophes caused by tropical cyclones are a threat to many aspects of human lives' One needs

to assess as precisely as possible the risk and extent of losses in areas affected by tropical cyclones.

Since reliable data on cyclone track is only available for a relatively short of time, it is not suffrcient

to make a risk assessment based solely on historical storm track. Therefore, there arises a need to

propose a stochastic model for the computerized generation of a large number of synthetic cyclone

track. This will provide a larger dataset than previously available'for tlie assessment of risks in areas

affected by tropical cyclones. In this paper, based on the idea in [1], we propose a similai'stochastic

model for simulating tropical cyclone tracks in the offshore of Haiphong, Viefiram.

The original available data consists of the tracks of all tropical cyclones recorded during the

period lg5l-2007 in the north Gulf of Tonkin. Figure I shows the tracks of all I l8 storms considerbd.

Each track is given as a polygonal trajectory connecting between two adjacent points of mea-

surement. Besides the date and time of measurement, the storm's current position (longitude and

latitude) and its current maximum wind speeds are given for each point. The measurements within

each individual storm are taken at regular intervals of 6 hours, so the storm's translational speed can

be easily calculated. All observations fall into an observation window that is delimited by the equator

in the south, 30"N in the North, SOaE in the West, and 180".8 in the East. However, in this paper we

are only interested in storms in the offshore of Haiphong so the observation window W determined by

19otlfr in the South, 22"N in the North, 705"8 in the West, and 7LLoE. in the East. For each original

tracKjail observations outside the observation window W are elimilated. The tracls of all 114 fropical

cyclones in the observation window W are shown in Figure 2 below. The simulation is only based

on the data of these storms. In Figure 1, the area bounded by the small rectangular is the observation

window W. In [1], Rumpf and others consider storms in a large area (the western North Pacifica)
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so there are strong inhomogeneities in the shapes of the cyclone tracks. To improve the quality of
the simulation, they split storm tracks into 6 more homogeneous classes. All subsequent steps of the
modelling process are done separately for each class. As can be easily seen from Figure I and Figure

2., the shapes of the cyclone tracks in the north Gulf of Tonkin as well as the observation window W
is rather homogeneous, we do not need to split ll4 storm tracks.

2. Point of genesis

For a stochastic model of the tracks of tropical cyclones, first a model for the points of cyclone
genesis, i.e. the first point ofthe track, is needed. In this paper, because the track ofa storm is restricted

by the observation window W the point of genesis of a track is considered as the first observation

of the storm in the observation window. Figure 3. shows the points of genesis of 114 storms in the

observation window W.

The points are clearly distributed inhomogeneously within the observation window. Therefore,

and inhomogeneous Poisson point process is chosen as a model. To test the hypoth"esis that points of
genesis are located as a inhomogeneous Poisson point process, we consider the following hypothesis

testing

( Uo t it is an inhomogeneous Poisson point process{-
[I1r : it is not an inhomogeneous Poisson point process
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Fig. 2. Tracks of all stoims in the observation window W.

The distribution of points of this process is determined by its intensity function )(t), where t is the

position of the point of genesis determined by atitude and longitude. This function can be interpreted

in a way that 
^(t)dt 

describes the infinitesimal probability of a point of the Poisson point process

being located in the infinitesimally small disc with area dt centered at t (see [2]). Since there is no

obvious parametric trend visible in the data, a non-parametric estimation technique was chosen. The

generalised nearest neighbour estimation (see [3]) is given by

i1t1 : ,;2$)lx"{";'(4(t -r ,;l}.
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i:1

The parameter le : lrfrl, where rn, is the number of historical points of genesis of all storms in the

observation window, rp(t) is the distance to the k-th nearest point of genesis from the location t, T; is

the location of the i-th historical point of cyclone genesis, and K" is the Epanechnikov kernel defined

by

116-t't1 irlft<t,K"(r): 
16 otherwise.

A simplified interpretation of this estimator is giv n in the following: whil the kernel K" determines

the size and the shape of the "probability mass" which is assigned to a measurement point, the

bandwidth re(t) is the radius over which this mass is spread. Note tfrat the estimation .\(t) is nowhere

zero at all points within the observation window, there is non-zero probability mass from exactly /c

historical points of genesis. This probability mass decreases with increasing distance to the k-th nearest
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Fig. 3. Points of genesis of Storms in the observation window W.

historical point of genesis; but in theory never {eaches zero. This effect is intended, because it only
rarely allows for the genesis of tropical cyclones within the model at locations that are far away from
most historical initial points of cyclones.

To test the null hypothesis that the poits of genesis are distributed in the observation window as

an inhomogeneous Poisson point process with the intensity function i1t;, *e performed the chi-square
test of goodness-of-fit using R software. In this test, the window observation is divided into tiles, and

the number of data points in each tile is counted, as described in the quadratcount. In R, the quadrats

are rectangulars by default, or may be regions of arbitrary shapes. In this case, we chose quadrats as

rectangulars by default. Below is the result of this test:

X2 : 5.32237, df : 23, pvalue : 0.3477.

This test shows that the historical data is in favor of the null hypothesis.

3. Cyclone tracks and wind speeds

3.1. Direction, translatioilal speed and wind spied

' Once a model for the points of cyclone genesis is available, the propagation of the tracks is

the nedt step in the modelling process. Here our model relies on the basic assurnption as the models

introduied in'{1]rthat"cyclones located in similar areas of the observation window behave similarly.
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An appropriate model of the tracks following the points of genesis need to include the direction of
movement (denoted by X in the following) and the translational speed (denoted by Y), i.e. the velocity
at which the cyclone is moving in the given direction. By assuming these charateristics to be constant

for intervals of 6 hours and updating them instantaneously after each interval, the cyclone's location

can be calculated in 6 hour-steps, thereby generating complete trajectory. In addition, we need to

simulate the maximum wind speed (denoted by Z) at each location. To combine these characteristics,

consider 3-dimdntional state vector & that contains their values after their i-th track segment. These

values are considered to be the sum of an initial value and the changes in these values after each step:

s i:,eo * I I s, : (?r,) : (y,). i (y;)
Sinceastochasticmodelisbeingdeveloped,allofthecharacteristicsX6,Ysand ZsaswellasLXi,
LYi and A,Zi are considered to be random variables. The distributions of these random variables

depend ort the storm's current location t within the observation window W. To generate a realisation of
,So at a certain location, data is resampled from the empirical distribution of the historical measurements

of , Y6 and Zs near that location. The empirical probability distribution of Xs at location t is defined

by

Fyo(r,t):

where o)(t), I : I,2,...,k denote k historical realisations of Xs closest to the location t. In short,

the dis bution of the initial direction of a t/ack in the model is detennined by all historical initial

directions of storm tracks. Similar formulae are used in order to estimate the location-dependent

distributions of Ye and Zs, rgspectively

Fvo(v,t) =
ff{t:71t1k,a[o)Q)<y] ff{I:L1t1k,"[o)1t7<ry

, F2o(z,t) :

In analogy to this, the probability distribution functions of a change in direction A,Xi is given by

F6y(r,t): ff{l :1 1I 1 k, Ar:{t) < n}
G\

where L,r1(t), l:1,2,...,k denote k historical realisations of AXi Vj closest to the location t. This

means that the distribution of any change in direction AXy'depends on historical realisations of all
changes in directions of tropical cyclones, no matter after which step of a storm they occurred. A
similar formulae are used for LYi and AZi, respectively

ff{t:7<l<k,Lw(t)3a}
k

(2)I

. (5)

(3)

F6y(r,t): , F62(x,t):

3.2.. Terminatio,n probability

Since the proposed model creates synthetic cyclone tracks in 6-hour steps, a mechanism is needed

to determined whether the track should be terminated after the current step or if it should be continued.

This is done stochastically by Bernoulli experiment with a success probability p (t, Z) depending on the
.'storm'S current loeation t and wind speed Z. The termination probability is determined as maximum

of two probabilities pz andpl where pz represents the termination probability caused by wind speed
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Fig. 4. Simulated points of genesiS of storms in the observation window W. I

ffid pt represents the termination probability caused by location. Based on the historical storms in the

observation window, we estimate these probability by their point estimators. Specifically, at each point

of measurement, ps is approximated by the fraction of termination points among the k nearest points

of measurement of the location t and p2 is approximated by the fraction of termination points among

the /c windspeed-nearest points of measurement. The termination probability used in Bernoulli trial is
then taken to be

p(t' z) : me[,{.{pt'pz}' (6)

Noting that we terminate the synthetic cyclone track if it gets out of the observation window.

4. Semulation and Results :

In this section, an algorithm for generating synthetic cyclone track is described. First, we

introduce the algorithm for simulating an inhomogeneous Poisson point process with intensity function

i(t) aennea bV (t) (see [ ]). It consists of 3 main 
^steps.

Firstly, we calculate the above bound )- of l(t) by putting .\* : max{l(t)} for all the points

t of measurement in the observation window.
Secondly, simulating a stationary Poisson point process of intensity .\*. To do this, the. number

of points in the observation window W is determined by simulating a Poisson random variable with
parameter ,\* (see [5]) and then determine the position of the points in W by simulating a binomial

point process in W with that number of points.
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Fig. 5. Synthetic tracks of storms in the observation window W.

Finally, the resulting point pattern is thinned by deleting each point t independently of the

others with probability [1 - )(t)/].]. If the points of the stationary Poisson point process pattern are

{tt,tr,...} then this thinning can be performed with the aid of an independent sequence (Ut,U2,...)
of random numbers uniformly distributed over [0, 1]. The point tr is deleted if Ux > i(te)/,\..

Figure 4. shows 160 simulated points of genesis in the observation window
To create a complete set of synthetic storm tracks from the model described above, the procedure

is as follows.

1. Initialisation: Find all needed estimators and probabilities including the intensity function

i1t; in (1), emperical distribution functions defined Uy (Z)-(S) and termination probability in
(6) and go to step 2.

2. Points of genesis. Generate a realisation of the inhomogeneous Poisson point process with
the density tunction i14 in (t) bV the above algorithm and go to step 3.

3. Choose a point. From the point process realisation generated in step l, pick one point that

does not yet have a corresponding cyclone track and go to step 4. Ifthere'are no such points

left, terminate the algorithm.
4. Initial segment. Generate a realisation of ,Se from the emperical distribution functions (2)

and (3) according to the location t of the cyclone's starting point from step 3. With this, find
the storm's new location after its first segment and go to step 5.
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5. Termination probability. Perform a Bernoulli trial with the success probability given by (6)
according to the storm's current location and wind speed. If the result is "success", terminate
the storm track. Otherwise, go to step 6.

6. Additional segment. Generate a realisation of A^9i from the emperical distribution ( ) and
(5) according to the storm's current location and wind speed. Add ASj to ^9j-r and from this
a new location and wind speed for the storm. Then go to step 5.

This algorithm his been implemented using Matlab, which creates the possibility for the generation of
a large number of synthetic cyclone tracks. A sample of 160 synthesis cyclone tracks with points of
genesis in Figure 4. is plotted in Figure 5.
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